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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to report research conducted in the UK’s East Midlands region which explores optimising practice for low carbon building through an architectural award system.

Design/methodology/approach – To explore the complexity of the contexts, philosophies and demonstrations involved in best practice for low carbon buildings, a mixed research approach was adopted through an online survey and interviews with 13 experts.

Findings – The research provides practical means to evaluate low carbon buildings and suggests an approach where aesthetic design and technical compliance are given similar weightings. It also presents the opinions of construction professional practitioners and academics on best practice for low carbon buildings.

Research limitations/implications – The research focuses on investigating the judging criteria and opinions of construction professionals who have, in the past, strongly identified with sustainable building design practice.

Practical implications – As this research and other studies show, there is a need for a simple methodology and the use of existing tools to evaluate best practice for low carbon buildings.

Originality/value – The value of the paper lies in its purpose to establish a precedent for judging low carbon buildings. Although there is a plethora of literature, tools and environmental assessment systems that point towards best practice, this research aims to highlight the underlying principles and combine these with practical methods that can enable the construction industry to achieve low carbon buildings.
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1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that the design, construction, operation and occupation of buildings have a significant impact on climate change (DETR, 1998; Sanders and Phillipson, 2003; Stern, 2007; Ürge-Vorsatz et al., 2007). Studies have also suggested...
that buildings in the UK account for approximately 50 per cent of the total carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions (which is one of the major greenhouse gases (GHG)) (Pout et al., 2002; Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG), 2007). Therefore, buildings are essential in the process of mitigating against climate change and depletion of natural resources. In addition, construction professionals can play a significant role in addressing design and construction issues that would reduce CO₂ that result from energy demand (such as space heating, lighting, equipment/appliances, cooling and hot water) of buildings that contribute to climate change.

The Climate Change Programme in the UK was first launched in November 2000 with one of the main strategies being the improvement of energy efficiency requirements within the building regulations. In 2006, the Climate Change Programme was published with a set of policies and priorities for action for reducing GHG particularly CO₂ emissions. In 2007, the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change became a vital step forward in securing an effective policy action on climate change in the UK. The review considered in detail the potential cost of technologies and measures to cut emissions across different sectors. Furthermore, the Climate Change Act introduced in November 2008 puts in place a framework to achieve a mandatory 80 per cent cut in the UK’s carbon emissions by 2050 (compared to 1990 levels), with an intermediate target of between 26 and 32 per cent by 2020. The expectation is that most new buildings should be carbon neutral by 2020 in the UK. This expectation is in line with the European Union Commission’s 20/20 vision launched in 2010 (The Directorate-General for Climate Action (DG CLIMA), 2010). The launch further highlights the importance of construction professionals to adhere to legislative framework (such as the building regulations) in the process of designing and constructing buildings. Part L (conservation of fuel and power) of the building regulations has been updated both in 2006 and 2010 to encourage the delivery of low carbon buildings by construction professionals. The government had also set up a low carbon transition plan (DECC, 2009). This paper examines the judging criteria of designing low carbon buildings and the potential of delivery by construction professionals.

2. What is a low carbon building?

There is much debate as how best to define a low carbon building. The definition of a low carbon building in the technical guidance of the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) is at the forefront of this debate. Hence, there have been calls from the industry for a clear definition of what is “zero carbon” and a need for a universally acceptable definition. The UK government’s “Low carbon transition plan” (DECC, 2009) has set targets for achieving zero carbon in all new homes from 2016 and in all new non-domestic buildings from 2019 (DCLG, 2007). However, prior to the CSH becoming mandatory by law for new buildings from April 2008, a number of approaches and concepts have been associated with defining and describing a low carbon building. Subsequently, there are two widely recognised design approaches which fit the description of low carbon buildings. They are “an autonomous house” and “PassivHaus design” approaches. Both design concepts have a number of features that establish the difference between low-impact environmental buildings and conventional buildings (see Table I). Moreover, the commonality between the two design concepts potentially demonstrates best practice for achieving and demonstrating a low carbon building. Furthermore, Williams (2010) and Sartori and Hestnes (2007) suggest that a low carbon building is a building specifically
designed and engineered with the intention to reduce CO₂. This means it should emit significantly less CO₂ than conventional buildings over their lifetime.

An “autonomous house” is described as a house that operates independently from any external inputs except those of its immediate environment. The house is not linked to the mains service gas, water, electricity or drainage, instead uses energy sources of the sun, wind and rain to service itself and process its own waste (Vale and Vale, 2002). A PassivHaus design concept is a house with reduced requirements for space heating and cooling with no compromise for comfort and allows potentially a small quantity of renewable technology supply (BRE, 2008). To this end, the definition of a zero carbon home is that in which the net CO₂ emissions takes into account emissions associated with all energy use in the home to be equal to zero or negative across the year (DCLG, 2008; UKGBC, 2008).

The universality of domestic building provides a base case to define a low carbon building. Vale and Vale (2002) argue that occupants in a home can develop behaviour and habits which can translate into low carbon lifestyle and may ultimately lead to the development of low carbon architecture.

### 3. Overview of the construction professionals and zero carbon definition

The current ideas and practices of different construction professional bodies (such as RICS, CIOB and RTPI) add to the debate of defining and establishing the delivery of low carbon buildings in the UK. This research has focused on how an architectural award system conceived by the East Midlands RIBA can assist in establishing the delivery of low carbon buildings. Therefore, it was deemed important to review what other construction professional bodies are doing towards establishing the delivery of low carbon buildings. This was carried out through a desktop research. The desktop research indicated that across the board all construction professional bodies were responding to government policies and legislation. Specifically, professional bodies responded to the definition of zero carbon homes set by DCLG and also participated in the consultation exercise organised by DCLG to facilitate the process of defining zero carbon measures for domestic and non-domestic buildings (DCLG, 2009a, b).

Furthermore, there existed information placed on each construction professional body’s web site relating to issues of sustainable development and climate change. This
information was in the form of guidance documents and organisation of events (such as CPD programmes) and workshops to assist members with professional practice (RICS, 2009; RTPI, 2009; CIOB, 2007). It was further observed that most construction professional organisations had a “generic outlook” on what was required to design and construct low carbon buildings. For example, the common issues addressed at both micro and macro levels included efficient energy supply, decarbonising of the national grid, reducing energy demands through improved insulation measures, improving the skills gap for sustainable design and renewable technologies and managing community energy resources. These issues may be appropriately linked with the primary competency of each construction professional body’s area of expertise. Through registration, examination and the articles of association and statutes defined for membership, each professional body has its area of expertise in designing and constructing buildings fit for the built environment. For example, RICS is concerned with achieving cost effective measures and risk management, CIOB is concerned with applying excellent construction quality and RTPI is concerned with planning. All these can then subsequently assist in addressing climate change and the delivery of best practice for low carbon buildings.

4. Methodology of study
The research examined the judging criteria of designing low carbon buildings and the potential of delivery by construction professionals. A quantitative and qualitative methodological approach was adopted in this research, which was an online survey and interviews. This paper focuses on the qualitative approach which consisted of the interviews with construction professionals. The interviews sought to address research questions that were based on the identified essential variables associated with low carbon buildings and sustainable buildings (Gething and Bordass, 2006). Some of these identified variables that relate to low carbon buildings include architectural design, building performance, renewable technologies, sustainability assessment methods and measurement and numerical evidence. Data were collected by means of telephone interviews with pre-prepared semi-structured questions. The semi-structured questions for the interview were divided into three sections:

1. the technical and design-related elements of the award;
2. ethos of the award and its design; and
3. further comments and assistance.

All the respondents were construction professionals who had a substantial track record or linking expertise in sustainable design in both industry and academia. The number of interviewees was 13 in total. This was the number of experts that agreed to contribute to the research. The interviews lasted between one and a half hours and provided a wider picture on the practice and potential delivery of low carbon buildings in the UK. The data collected were analysed through the use of the five themes mentioned above as a series of variables that relate to low carbon buildings and a sixth theme “post occupancy evaluation”. The findings of the interviews are presented in the next section of the paper.

5. Results and discussion
The results show the diverse nature of the construction professionals who participated in the interview process. The interviewees’ opinions concerning the purpose of the
award and other aspects of the award process with selected quotes to highlight the
diversity of opinions are presented. Within the context of the research, interviewees
were asked “what do you feel is the main purpose of the RIBA hosting a regional low
carbon award?” Out of 13 interviewees, the response given by more than 50 per cent of
the interviewees can be summarised as follows:

(1) to encourage the design and development of low carbon buildings;
(2) to encourage regional development of low carbon buildings;
(3) to create exemplar and demonstration projects that acknowledge best practice
and real building performance; and
(4) for dissemination as well as promoting awareness and recognition by the
public of low carbon buildings.

Since none of the interviewees conferred with each other before giving a response to
the question, it may be genuinely interpreted that these are four factors that should be
considered in developing a critical mass in the delivery and uptake of low carbon
buildings. Other responses in the form of quotes include:

- “Focus should be on energy in-use rather than predicted”.
- “Low carbon buildings are possible. However they need to be stunning and
  outstanding”.
- “To push the low carbon design further up the agenda”.
- “Oh! Not another award”.
- “Government drivers such as 2019 all new buildings to be low carbon”.

Another important aspect of the interviewees responses that related to the process of
the award was associated with this question – “how should the scheme evolve as we
approach the year 2016 and how should the award criteria track progress in meeting
future zero carbon targets”. Some of the responses were as follows:

- “Need to emphasise getting better 1st stage low carbon, 2nd stage carbon
  neutral, 3rd stage carbon negative”.
- “Buildings should become more efficient over time, higher minimums; credit for
  offsite generation, code level 4 starting point”.
- “Sustainable code level 6 – but there are not a lot out there – code 5 might be a
  good comparison”.
- “Holistic view of what low carbon really means”.

There is a recognition that this research aimed to identify the underlying principles of
low carbon building design and therefore it was important to highlight the key points
from the interviewees’ opinions of judging criteria and delivery of low carbon
buildings. The key points are presented in Table II and grouped into six categories that
are associated with low carbon buildings and sustainability. The robustness of the key
points indicate that the differences of opinion as stated by the interviewees are largely
dependent on what the respondent perceived as a way forward to judging and
delivering low carbon buildings. For example for architectural design, reference is
made to innovative design and energy conservation approach, whilst for numerical
evidence a simple measurement showing energy performance in kWh/m² is suggested.
On the other hand, the key points listed in Table II can also be regarded as one of the approaches to deliver low carbon buildings and therefore a step forward in setting up a judging criteria for building projects that encapsulate the essence of low carbon buildings. This supports the general characteristics for basic judgement criteria that may apply to an architectural competition award system (Kazemian and Rönn, 2009). The responses given by the interviewees may also be read in the context of their significance to an architectural award system, which is to promote the design of low carbon buildings and how it can meet the UK’s target of zero carbon emissions from buildings by 2050.

Nevertheless, there is urgent demand from the general public and construction professional practitioners for evidence associated with actual reduction of carbon emissions from buildings. The evidence-based design that requires measurement of low carbon buildings can be described as “evaluating building performance”. For example, energy performance of the building is measured in kWh/m². In this research, the interviewees were asked “what is the balance in marks between the numerical evidence versus architectural design?”. The interviewees gave their response mostly in the form of percentage scores. The responses reflect a diverse opinion of where the marks should be in terms of numerical evidence vs architectural design. Their responses include – “2/3 low carbon vs 1/3 architecture”; “30 per cent architecture vs 70 per cent performance”; “90 per cent performance – good overall vs
Table III shows a synthesis of the wider picture of interviewees’ opinion towards
the delivery of low carbon buildings. Table III is also categorised into six themes as
Table II. The interviewees identified notable levels of performance judging criteria for
low carbon buildings (see Table III). Specifically, interviewees suggested that innovation
and pioneering methods combined with renewable technologies might assist in the
delivery of low carbon buildings. Their responses supports a previous study on the
judging criteria and sustainability checklist that might be used in assessing levels of
building performance for sustainable buildings (Gething and Bordass, 2006).

One can deduce from the responses in Table III that several factors have the
potential to influence best practice for low carbon buildings. Some of these factors as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Quotes from interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Architectural design   | “Architecture first performance second […] then the tie breaker is the Architect and then ‘all round’ – some things are ‘bigger’ then performance no ‘green bling’”
                        | “Good piece of architecture 50% Carbon element 50% very difficult”
                        | “Building not being discussed because people don’t like it. Not poor architecture”
                        | “Replicability very important and can be rolled out.” “Some ‘green’ people view all performance and no ‘architecture’ – so we need a fairly high regard for architecture” |
| Building performance   | “100% performance! (but this is impossible)”
                        | “Do not hide the performance behind renewable energy systems”
                        | “Do not compare predicted with actual data, measurable bits of carbon + energy certificate – improvement over benchmark”
                        | “Try to get predictions as close as actual”
                        | “Energy per m²/or per building? performance? prefer total carbon”
                        | “World is full of buildings that perform to 50% over the predicted”
                        | “Need predicted first – not proven but it is a start”
                        | “Less about BREEAM – more about ‘actual performance’”
                        | “Some mechanism to take into account the energy due to differences between behaviour and appliances and the ‘bits’ need to be identified which the architect is responsible for”
                        | “Best innovations are the mix between people and technology […]”
| Renewable technologies | “Lifestyle change drivers”
                        | “From the use of renewable – carbon negative by 2017 but perhaps not as this is very site specific not everyone can be pioneers”
                        | “Renewable – need to put to the test”
                        | “Aware of limitations of renewables not social engineering, devil is in the detail”
                        | “Survey for wind calculations, renewables – no. off site renewables?”
                        | “More relaxed, e.g. eco-trinity but not green tariffs CHP – where does this fit?”
                        | “Innovation – rehashes or previous designs. Innovation is very important”
                        | “Doesn’t need to be innovative. Working is good. Basics have been known for the last 30 years”

Table III.
Selected quotes relevant to the delivery of low carbon buildings

(continued)
identified by the interviewees include replicability of architectural building design, energy performance approach, lifestyle change drivers, low carbon policy and feedback from occupants. However, these factors may be, most likely influenced by changes driven by government legislation (such as the update to the part L of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Quotes from interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability assessment methods</td>
<td>“Compare benchmark as compared kWh/m² usage”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Separate energy and carbon”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Energy efficient equipment in the building itself, e.g. PCs […] Quality of detailing […] example – pressure test results […] Insulation + air tightness reflect detailing standards […] 80% approx correct […] focus on the basics – much is out of our control […] passive components needs […] site manager”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Energy first then carbon second […] manager/clients/designers main focus is energy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Efficient off-site generation is OK VALUE from generation autonomy of supply should not be the only direction, selling on the ‘green’ generation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Carbon emissions are the ‘problem’ less about BREEAM – more about ‘actual’ performance”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Using building regulations for other policy […] Low carbon policy document suggested hierarchy – (1) Lower loads; (2) Carbon compliance (PV, Biomass); and (3) Compensating measure of actions (stuff you do elsewhere)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement with numerical evidence</td>
<td>“Descriptive stuff – leave the numbers alone except for energy use”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“kWh/m² better more long lived measure and less easy to attack”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“kW/person based upon average occupancy. “PassivHaus uses kWh/m² – annual load […] peak load like how much does it cost to heat the building in extreme weather?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Exemplar and beyond best practice – double thermal, i.e. ½ ‘u’ values ½ airtightness or 30% of building regulations”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Projected emissions all is architecture CO₂ should be part of this all”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“20 kg/m² but much easier to get to 25 kg/m² but more people could use this”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“An absolute tool that measures kWh/m² or kgCO₂/m²”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-occupancy evaluation</td>
<td>“Not just a box ticking exercise involve the users in the development work”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“At least 2 years for a building beyond 6 months snagging 3-4 years preferable”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Measure in use 3 years since completion award for building being occupied POE data – reliable data – no ‘claims’ put award into the sphere of occupation in plans”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Feedback from occupants – ‘comfortable’ – a ‘good’ building perhaps refers to the solitude of buildings but occupiers don’t understand the process”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Linkage between buildings and their use/occupant”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Design team need to understand ‘how’ the buildings are occupied”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Occupied buildings over a period (1 year), compliance evidence all figures must be verified and signed off by an environmental engineer, fitness to be built”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“A very good idea and reflections on the back of POE”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“No POE encouraging an element of reality low key conception and environmental design”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III.
building regulations in 2010 and energy performance certificates) and incentives as well as demand from environmentally conscious building occupants/consumers (such as awareness of the A to G ratings of energy performance certificates). There are similarities found in the responses given by the various respondents in Table III that relate to the “balance of marks” between the performance and architecture for judging and delivering low carbon buildings. For example, some interviewees stated that – “a good piece of architecture should be 50% and the Carbon element 50%!”; “this is very difficult”; “50-50% actual performance”; “50%/50% both important but in equal proportion”; and “it should be 50-50 neither should dominate, poor elements in each made up for in other elements”. These responses indicate that varied levels of performance and holistic judging criteria with architectural design, if balanced within a mechanism should be the way forward to judge low carbon buildings. However, the challenge lies with validating the delivery system and methodology that balances both architectural design and performance in equal proportion to produce low carbon buildings.

Furthermore, other responses from interviewees also indicate that creating an architectural award system to demonstrate and establish low carbon buildings will require a diverse and complex approach. This may lead to a rationale for ensuring that as well as adopting a specific approach for evaluating low carbon buildings, it is important to evaluate the buildings through a holistic format such as the six themes listed in Tables II and III. However, by verifying or validating the approach, a mechanism can be developed and classified accordingly, and then form part of the essential characteristics to assist in the delivery of low carbon buildings. For example, responses such as “good design and technically working buildings”; “cannot be low carbon without proving it over time”; “how much CO₂ does your building make? Important but other elements also are important”; and “compliance approach þ transport þ siting of a building”; all these statements indicate that validation of all aspects of the building design and process are necessary in judging a low carbon building. Lastly another important aspect raised by the interviewees is achieving economies of scale as a crucial aspect in the development and uptake of low carbon buildings with the provision of evaluation programmes better known as “environmental assessment methods” (such as BREEAM, CSH). Responses from interviewees that support this idea include: “energy efficient equipment in the building itself e.g. PCs […] Quality of detailing […] example – pressure test results […] Insulation + air tightness reflect detailing standards […] 80% approx correct […] focus on the basics – much is out of our control […] passive components needs […] site manager”. “kW/person based upon average occupancy”. “PassivHaus uses kW/m² – annual load […] peak load like how much does it cost to heat the building in extreme weather?” and “life cycle cost and the environmental impact of the building”.

6. Summary and conclusion
There is an inherent complexity in defining low carbon buildings. However, an integrated approach to low carbon building solutions in the construction industry should involve all construction professionals and stakeholders in the industry. Conversely, there is a recognition that many practitioners (such as architects and building services engineers) in the construction industry choose to intuitively prescribe unique solutions from their own perceptions and experience of established professional practice and organisational history. These unique ideas and solutions can lead to questions (such as what kind of parameters best suits the design of low carbon
buildings and would construction professionals consider designing a low carbon building without government legislation and incentives?).

The findings from the research have shown that for judging criteria and delivery of low carbon buildings, there are diverse ways to approach and implement. However, evaluating a low carbon building could be simplified by combining all the highlighted issues (such as economies of scale, levels of assessment and balance between architecture and performance) and factors (such as replicability of design, feedback from building occupants, energy performance approach) to form a clear mechanism for judging and delivering low carbon buildings.

On the other hand, each of the construction professional organisations have responded on behalf of their members concerning the issues relating to zero carbon buildings as discussed in section 3. These responses with the characteristics identified by the interviewees can form part of the “big picture” and relate to the construction industry’s active participation in delivering low carbon buildings and taking appropriate action to enable a low carbon economy in the UK. Thus, the goal to meet the 80 per cent reduction of carbon emissions by 2050 in the UK may be seen as possible and not just an aspiration for the construction industry. Overall, this may further assist in the development of an appropriate framework for evaluating low carbon buildings, which can inform building design in the future.
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